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o Uncertainty

o Robust decision-making

o Adaptation landscapes
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Uncertainty is "unknowable information”, it can 
arise from lack of knowledge, lack of data, or a 
limited understanding. 

Three types of knowledges (Brewer 2005), i.e. 
"known knowns":
 
   1. Things we know we know
   2. Things we know we do not know
   3. Things we do not know we do not know 
 
The second one is uncertainty and third one is 
deeper uncertainty (ignorance, surprise). 

UncertaintyUncertainty



Why is uncertainty Why is uncertainty 
relevant for climate relevant for climate 

adaptation?adaptation?



Uncertainty is part of all climate-related science: 
limited understanding of the climate system, 
feedbacks, micro-climates, different emission 
scenarios, multiple future climate scenarios and 
non probabilistic approach.



Over the chance of single event, recurrent events, 
discrete events, and complex events.



Social systems and vulnerability are dynamic: 
constantly changing on a variety of inter-linked time 
and spatial scales. 

Driven by social networks that interact across scales 
and domains and can be unpredictable.

Differential exposure and institutional capacity, 
actions and multiple attributes of actors to take 
decisions.Interaction of multiple 
stresses. 

Unbounded systems, 
difficult to validate.



Source: Wilby and Dessai 2009

A cascade of uncertainty…A cascade of uncertainty…



How do I deal with How do I deal with 
uncertainty?uncertainty?



Understand the range of uncertainty and 
consider large ensembles of scenarios, multiple 
possible futures

Analyze types of uncertainties under discussion

Seek robust (‘good enough’), not optimal, 
strategies and work with the best available 
information

Any method/approach may not provide all the 
answers, apply a range of appropriate 
methods/approaches and avoid over-
interpretation of outputs

Integrate social and biophysical dimensions, 
consider spatial and temporal scales

Taking robust decisions…Taking robust decisions…



Achieve robustness with adaptivity (i.e. iterative 
process), interactive exploration 

Allow for flexibilities in decision making strategies 
against multiple future possibilities

Adaptive planning involves a decision-pathway 
approach that: 

• Is flexible to unknown future states 

• Does not assume high ability to predict future risks or 
decision outcomes

• Has series of decision nodes / small plans over time to 
allow for iterative process

Adaptive planning…Adaptive planning…



How do I plan for How do I plan for 
adaptation adaptation 

considering all this?considering all this?



Source: Wilby and Dessai 2009



Climate adaptation comes in many formats, there 
is no one template that suits everyone. Nor is 
there an ideal sequencing.

Plans for most urgent and immediate needs (e.g. 
NAPAs) provide a basis for urgent action, as well 
as building capacity and evidence base (pilot 
actions) for long-term adaptation plans. 

Use best available information and urgent 
evidence for action, we should not wait until we 
know everything!

Some key pointsSome key points



Better Worse Unclear

Better Opportunity! Don’t set up based on 
the trend; Beware 
Maladaptation!

Don’t do anything 
that sets a 
community up 
badly if conditions 
worsen

Worse Adapt to current 
trend but be aware 
of changing 
conditions/opportun
ities

Act now! Adaptation is 
clearly needed

Adapt to the current 
trend but monitor 
any changes and 
latest information

Uncle
ar

Monitor and wait to 
see if opportunities 
arise.

Start building 
resilience in the 
system to cope with 
worsening conditions

Activities that have 
benefit now but 
don’t fail if things 
get worse.

Possible ways of thinking about trends, projections and 
adaptation: identifying urgent need for action, original version 
from Tom Downing

Projections
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Effective adaptation requires:

Focus and delivery to the vulnerable people. 

Support strategies, transparency, governance and accountability.

Learning by doing approach, building human and institutional 
capacity

Strengthening networks of practitioners to build base for sustained 
effort

Multi-stakeholder forums to create awareness and support cross-
sectoral/dimensional strategies

Build on entry-point actions for adaptation (e.g. adaptive resources 
management) and scale-up

Effective adaptation needs a combination of strategies: ensemble of 
adaptation strategies, pathways, or adaptation landscapes…

More key pointsMore key points



Natural resource management

Sectoral 
Climate Protection

Pilot 
Actions

    Migration

Adaptation LandscapesAdaptation Landscapes
A way to describe different 
pathways in the landscape of 
adaptation actors, strategies and 
actions…



Just a stylized graphic, different for each ‘locale’! 
Unique needs, vulnerabilities, experiences and 
approaches.

Who does what, how, agents of change? 

What information is required?

What are the costs?

ALL require effective enabling conditions ‘on the 
ground’…

Not all adaptation pathways are the same. How 
would the adaptation landscape for your case study 
look like?

Adaptation LandscapesAdaptation Landscapes



Thank you
______________________________________
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